INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES COLLECTIVE
A BOUT THE COLLECTI VE
The CAUL Open Educational Resources Collective provides a shared
open textbook publishing platform (Pressbooks). It will facilitate both
independent publishing by authors, as well as collaborative, crossinstitutional publishing.
Curtin University has access to publish two open textbooks on the
Pressbooks platform in 2022. Authors who are planning to publish on
the Collective platform can join the Academic Authors Community of
Practice and benefit from the community, capability building and
author grants offered by the Collective.

BEN EF I T S OF PA R TI CI PATIN G
CAPABILITY BUILDING
PLATFORM

Space to publish your textbook

Access the Collective Pressbooks network and publish your
open textbook on a new national open textbook platform.

GRANTS

Apply for DIY Open Textbook Author Grants

Apply for one of 25 $1000 DIY Open Textbook Author Grants
on offer in 2022. These grants can be used for any purpose
related to your open textbook.

Build your skills & knowledge

Learn the basics to get your book written and published in
Pressbooks. You’ll have access to training, documentation
and checklists to assist with licencing and copyright, making
your book accessible, and using Pressbooks.

COMMUNITY

Participate in a community of authors

Participate in a community of practice for authors who are
writing open textbooks. Learn from each other, share ideas,
troubleshoot issues, and find opportunities to collaborate.

OP EN TEXTBOOKS
‘An open textbook is a textbook released with an open-copyright licence and made
available online and in a variety of file types to be freely used by students, teachers,
and members of the public’ (BC Campus Open Education Support Team, 2021).

I NTERES TED?

Contact Claire Murphy for information on how you can get involved.

Scan the QR code to find out more about the
Open Educational Resources Collective.

